Classical transition-rate theory provides analytic techniques for computing the asymptotics of a weakly perturbed particle's mean residence time in the basin of attraction of a metastable state.
totics of the mean time to exit the basin of attraction of a metastable point, and what is formally the most probable exit path (MPEP): the exiting classical trajectory of least action. These techniques apply to the most frequently studied case: when the dynamics of the particle, in the zero-noise limit, are specified by an irrotational (gradient) drift field, derivable from a potential. Here the MPEP typically extends along the unstable manifold of a hyperbolic equilibrium point (i.e., saddle) located on the "separatrix, " the boundary of the basin.
The more general case, when the motion of the particle may be governed by a nongradient drift field, has received less attention [3 -8) . Such drift fields can arise from coarse graining over variables whose underlying dynamics are not time-reversal invariant. A likely example may be activated processes in glasses, observed on scales on which there is no clear separation between the relaxation rates of coupled degrees of freedom [9] . Stochastically modeled communication networks provide another example [10] .
In this Letter we begin a new study of the nongradient escape problem. We confine ourselves to a situation which cannot arise in the gradient case: when the exiting trajectory of least action terminates on an unstable equilibrium point on the boundary. We find a rich phenomenology, which differs in many ways from the case of exit over a saddle.
Techniques developed for the case of exit over a saddle are inapplicable here, and only partial results have been obtained [6, 7] . We have developed a general method for treating escape processes [11] . will be unaffected [8] if pi is taken to satisfy 8'pi = 0.
We consider the case of a drift field u(x, y) symmetric about the x axis and with the structure shown in Fig. 1 ; more general cases can be handled by introducing curvilinear coordinates [11, 12] . The point (2:"0) is metastable, and the right-half plane is its basin of attraction. The separatrix is the y axis. The origin is an unstable point, and there are hyperbolic points at (0, +yh, ); between the exit problem and classical Hamilton-Jacobi theory [3] . In the gradient case this similarity facilitates a WEB treatment, based on the approximation that the probability density is concentrated in a well-defined tube centered on the MPEP [1] . This [14] by fs+(u)) = y, (p2 -b, u)) exp(~u)~/4). The index i is yet to be determined, as are b, 6", the + signs +, +", and the functions K&*l, f()*, pl*), K("l, fo",
On physical grounds we use the odd p. Asymptotic expansions.
To eva-luate (2) we must approximate pi near the metastable point and separatrix.
W«ake pi(» y) -e»[-(IA*(S)](*-*8)'+]AD(S) Iy')/e]
near (x"0). This Gaussian WKB approximation permits the evaluation of the denominator of (2) . It is ere/QA (S)A"(S)+ o(e).
Near the MPEP and the separatrix, i.e. , the x and y axes, we employ boundary layer expansions (cf. [8] ).
We use the scaling Ansatz function yi when constructing the solution near the x axis, and choose 6 = + (i.e. , probability density falls off in the transverse direction) and 6 We also get f2 = -2fz -2ui f2 -vz fp, K/K = -ui -(1 6 6)f2 - [vp] Ai . (9) (10)
The dot signifies derivative with respect to instanton or anti-instanton transit time, and the final term in (10) is present only in the anti-instanton case. Equation (10) is strictly correct only in the anti-instanton case or when 6 = 0, but those are the two cases we need.
To compute the normal derivative 8~pi(0, y) (which gives the exit location density), and the numerator of (2), we need to compute p&i'l (or fzi "l ) and Ki&l. We solve first for fpi*, fz*, K~*&, and then determine f2" and Kii'l by requiring that our x-and y-axis approximations match together at the origin. The x-axis instanton has x -vp~*l(x); it approaches (x"0) as t~-oo, and (0, 0) as t~oo. For (8) to match with the Gaussian approximation near (x"0),f2 must satisfy fz* (x, ) =~A "(S)~.
Let y, denote A"(U)/A~(U). If vz* (x) = O(x " ), x J. 0, which is often the case [11] , it follows by integrating Eqs. (9) and (10) from x = x, toward x = 0 that f2 (x)
Cx " and K~l (x) C'x" for certain C, C'. (1) fz" = -constant. This can only occur if uI"l, the repulsion of the separatrix at (0, y), is independent of y, and p, & 1. We defer this case until later.
(2) fz"l -+ -oo at finite time; i.e. , fz~"l(y') = -oo for some y* between 0 and yg. This will occur if ui" decreases as y increases, i.e. , the repulsion of the separatrix lessens toward the hyperbolic points. Numerical studies suggest that when a divergence occurs, it is a sign that the zero-energy trajectory between (x"0) and (0, y') is not unique. This is a focusing singularity [11, 17] . (3) fz"~0 as t~oo; equivalently, as y f yg. This will occur if u~" increases as y increases, i.e. , the repulsion of the separatrix strengthens toward the saddles. The last case is the most straightforward.
We know that Ki "l (t = -oo), i.e. , Ki "l (0), is proportional to e"~;
it also contains the Arrhenius factor exp[ -fp (0)/e].
By integrating (10) forward in time, we see the same is true for all Kii'& (y) with y between 0 and yg. This has implications for the asymptotics of (t,";q). Since difFerentiating our y-axis Ansatz for pi(x, y) with respect to x pulls out a factor e i~z, the numerator of (2) here follows from the fact that fo* ---2vo* .
The prefactor in (11) is anomalous.
Its exponent varies continuously, and depends only on p, . This dependence on the ratio of eigenvalues at the unstable point occurs despite the fact that the limiting exit location density is nonzero everywhere between the two hyper- where the computation of the asymptotics of (t,";i) and the exit location density requires either a more general Ansatz or results on one-dimensional exit times. The instanton trajectory x = -vo~*l(z), formally, has infinite transit time between (z"0) and (0, 0). But Day [7] has shown that when finally exiting, the particle follows the instanton trajectory only until it gets within an O(ei~~) distance of the separatrix. (1) time. In general this must be compared with the logarithmic time scale introduced by Suzuki [18] , which in the present context is the time needed for the particle's probability density, moving out along the WKB tube toward the separatrix, to separate from the transversally unstable MPEP into two distinct peaks. Suzuki The prefactor displays a novel dependence on the vector field u along the entire MPEP. The asymptotics of the exit location density and the quasistationary distribution, on the length scales x = O(e~) and y O(e( "))' ), can also be worked out [7, 11] . (4') A (U) i ) A"(U) i+~A "(H)~i . The particle enters the difFusive region before it exits, and y has time to thermalize. So in the e~0 limit y -yh (respectively, y+ y), ) will be normally distributed at exit time, with standard deviation equal to e~/ /2~A"(H)~. The crossover from the skewing regime to Gaussian behavior was predicted by Day [7] , but our crossover criterion is new.
Example.
u(x, y) = (-z -xs, (1 -2z2)y -ys) is a simple quasi-one-dimensional drift field with the topology of Fig. 1 Eq. (10) along the boundary, using 6"= -and 6" -p, = -l. We get K(") (y) (x (1 -y )
Since K~"l~f 2"~i~~is a constant function of y, for this drift field u the limiting exit location density is uniform between (0, -1) and (0, 1). The MPEP extends from (1,0) to (0, 0), and then branches sideways. As e -+ 0, exit may take place at any point between the two hyperbolic points with equal probability. The first author was supported in part by the National
